Call for Papers: Invited Talks

Special issue featuring the invited talks from the 42nd EPS Conference on Plasma Physics Lisbon, 22–26 June, 2015

Your invitation to submit

Invited talks from the EPS conference will be published in a special issue of *Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion* (PPCF).

The manuscript submission deadline is **26 June 2015**.

Due to the very tight publication schedule, papers which are submitted after the deadline may not be published in the special issue.

The page limit is 8 pages for invited and 12 pages for plenary invited talks. IOP Publishing will manage the peer-review of the special issue.

The requirements for special issue papers are the same as for regular submissions to PPCF (or any IOP journal) therefore the authors must comply with PPCF manuscript preparation and submission guidelines, please visit [http://authors.iop.org](http://authors.iop.org) for details.

Guest Editors

- **Sylvie Jacquemot**, Ecole Polytechnique, France
- **Robert Bingham**, STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK
- **Wolfgang Suttrop**, Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik, Germany
- **Stefano Atzeni**, University of Rome, Italy
- **Ken McClements**, CCFE, UK
- **Rüdiger Foest**, INP-Greifswald, Germany
- **Bruno Gonçalves**, IPFN, Portugal
- **Carlos Silva**, IPFN, Portugal

How to submit your paper

Please submit a PDF of your manuscript to [http://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/ppcf-iop](http://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/ppcf-iop)

About Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion

Published every month, *Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion*, has one of the highest impact factors in the field (2.386 ISI 2013) and covers all aspects of the physics of highly and partially ionised plasmas. This includes results of current experimental and theoretical research on the physics of high-temperature plasmas and of controlled nuclear fusion, as well as the basic plasma phenomena in the laboratory, in the ionosphere and in space.

Further information

For further information, visit [iopscience.org/ppcf](http://iopscience.org/ppcf) or e-mail the *Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion* publishing team at ppcf@iop.org.